ON TITE LANGUAGE VARIETIES OF KARAIMS

IN THE CRIMEA

Henryk Jankowski

The aim of this paper is to examine the spoken language of Crimean Karaims and
its relationship to the literary variants. The data are drawn from both remaining
native speakers and from available published and handwritten sources.l The paper
is illustrated with trvo photographs of Crimean Karaim language informants and
two samples of a manuscript with a translation into a quadrate Hebrew script, a

transliteration based on the modern Turkish standard, and

a translation into

English.2

I. CRIMEAI\ KARAIM _ A DISTINCT LANGUAGE
OR AN ETIINOLECT OF CRIMEAN TATAR
Some scholars maintain that Crimean Karaim is in fact identical with Crimean
Tatar. Radloff (189ó: xvi) claimed that Karaims and Krimchaks spoke "the purest
Turkish language" varying in the same way as the language of the Crimean Tatars
varied in their respective places ofresidence, In his view, the language spoken by
After submitting this paper to the editor, I met fìve further Karaims in the Crimea who had
some command of Crimean Karaim. Then in 2002, I heard of four native speakers more.
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Karaims and Krimchaks f¡om Bakhchasarai and Qarasuv Bazar was identical with
the language of the Tatar inhabitants of these cities. Doerfer also shared this

opinion. In his detailed study on Crimean Turkish Doerfer wrote: "Crimean
Ottoman (Krimosmanisch) is also spoken by Crimean Karaims and Greeks who
live in these dialect territories" (Doerfer 1959: 273). A similar opinion was
expressed by Ananiasz Zaj4czkowski in his edition of Crimean Karaim ðiñ songs:

"In view of the Karaim-Tatar similar existence in the Crimea, the material
presented here should be in general regarded as Crimean Tatar" (Zajqczkowski
1939: 45). It is to be stressed, however, thatZajqczkowski's observation refers to

a certain tlpe of written literature, not to the language in general. Crimean
Karaims themselves did not use a unique denomination of their language in the
past. For example, in the title of the famous l84l Bible edition, the Crimean
Karaim language is called Tatar: Sefer Targum ha-Torah biLion Tatør.In document 23 of the Abraham Firkovich collection kept in the National Library of
Russia in Saint-Petersburg, file 946, the Turkic language into which the Hebrew
text of the grammar Kelale ha-Diqduq was translated is called LeÍon Qedar, i.e.
the language of Crimea and the modern Ukraine.3

The first serious critique of Radloffs Crimean material was presented by
Samojlovið, who pointed out the inadequacies of Radloff s principles in his presentation of language material (Samojlovið t9l7).4 In Samojlovið's view Radloff
published samples of modem Karaim, which "undoubtedly developed from the
old language under the influence of Crimean Tatars [and] which, similarly to the
dialects of the latter, reflected an Ottoman, in general South-Turkish influence"
(Samojlovið 2000: I 16). We may confirm that there are serious doubts as to the
legitimacy of Radloff s statements and the reliability of the material he published.
Firstly, it is unlikely that Radloff personally checked what his informants said, in
other words, that he really examined Crimean Karaim communities in their actual
settlements, although his final conclusion that Crimean Karaim dialect differences

follow the differences between Crimean Tatar dialects sounds plausible. Secondly,
as Samojlovið pointed out, Radloff collected in fact samples of literature, both
written and oral, not the colloquial language. As I leamed from my work with Mrs.
Aleksandra Bakkal, there is a great difference between the everyday language of
Karaims and the literary language they use, see below.
In his preface to Prik's Crimean Karaim grammar, another scholar, Däama-

nov, said,
3

The term qorcyça

- karajéa -

karajca'the Karaim language; in Karaim', as well

as

qarcy

-

karaj'Karaim'(as noted in KRPS 291,363), was only used by educated Crimean Karaims
who do not speak Karaim; my informants AB and NB used only the term qaraymça and
qarnytm (absent in KRPS) and maintained that they have never heard the former term.
4

Quoted from the 2nd edition (Samojlovið 2000: I

l2-l2l).
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Although Crimean Karaim is closer to Crimean Tatar than Western Karaim, it must be
recognized as a separat€ 'dialect', distinct from Crimean Tatar (Prik 1976:4).

At present, it is hard to evaluate these views, because Crimean Karaim, after
a few dozens of endangered existence,s is practically extinct. Crimean Karaims
agree that the last speaker able to speak the Karaim language fluently and to read
the Hebrew-based Karaim writing was Mrs. Sima Mangubi who passed away in
1992 at the age ofone hundred and four.6Now probably only one elderly lady,
Mrs. Nina Bakkal,T resident of Topçrköy (today Dolinnoe) near Bakhchasarai,
remembers a few Crimean Karaim songs, sayings and words. When I visited her
in September 2000, she was able to understand and pronounce simple Crimean
Karaim sentences. She told me that she did not know anybody able to speak this
language. To the best of my knowledge, the best speaker of Crimean Karaim is
Aleksandra Bakkal.s During my work in May 2000 in Moscow, I tried to a¡range
a meeting with two other Karaims, Mrs. Ksenia Mangubi, the daughter of the
afore-mentioned Sima Mangubi, and Mr. Sergey Shamash, but our attempts to

talk to them in Karaim failed.
Another obstacle to evaluate modem Crimean Karaim is the lack of reliable
language documentation in publications. Although we do have a handful of samples published in the 1990s, i.e. following the remarkable revival of national
movements in the former Soviet Union (e.g. Jalpaðik 1993, the only reliable
source is Prik's grammar, written in 1949 and published in 1976.e
On the grounds of Prik's evidence, some other sources and my own documentation, I am convinced that Crimean Karaim is distinct from Crimean Tatar,
even in the same geographical areas and social varieties, albeit the number of
distinctive features is not high. It would probably be more plausible to regard
Crimean Karaim as an ethnolect of Crimean Tatar, but in a few southern dialects

5
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This process was well underway as early as the 1920s. In 19?6 Däamanov said that Crimean
Karaim was almost dead (Prik 19?6:4).
On her see Polkanov 1994:4345.
N¡na Bakkal, born 1934, is half Karaim from her father, who died in war in 1941. She said
that she had the best opportunity to speak Karaim until I 937, until her step-grandmolher was
at life. After the years of her childhood, as she maintained, she had hardly any occasion to
speak Crimean Karaim.
For the time being I have been unable lo find any other native speaker. However, Crimean
Karaims are a rather closed society and there may still be some people who can remember
the language oftheir childhood ofthe 1920s and 1930s. Aleksandra Bakkal, bom 1920, now
resident of Moscow, has been living outside the Crimea since the age of seven. She does not
use lrer mother tongue, for she does not have any partner to talk to. Therefore, all her competence is what she learned at home and spoke to her grandparents and father prior to I 939.
Oth". works were not wr¡tten with linguistic purpose. The bibliography of a few valuable
lext editions and papers which came out between the beginning ofthe 20th century and 1939
can be found in Zajqczkowski 1939 and KRPS 1974'
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the latter is linguistically an ethnolect of Turkish itself rather than an independent
language. Therefore, some varieties of Crimean Karaim should be referred to
Crimean Tatar, some to Crimean Turkish, whereas some old written documents
should be considered Karaim. For this reason, the term Crimean Karaim seems to
be better than any other.

2. ON TITE IIISTORY OF CRIMEAN KARAIIVT

It is evident that Crimean Karaim and Crimean Tatar were once distinct languages,
as were the peoples, and both languages went through a separate, although similar
process of evolution. lo

The analysis of the Crimean Karaim historical linguistic materials and their
comparison with modem Crimean Karaim documents demonstrate that in the past
Crimean Karaim was more different from Crimean Tatar. Unforh¡nately, we only
have a limited number of Crimean Karaim historical language documents and
studies at our disposal. Firstly, there is a study by Gordlevskij on a handwritten
copy of the Bible (Gordlevskij 1928), a few lines of a text published by Kowalski
in his work on the Karaim of Troki (Kowalski 1929), short language samples in
Shapshal (1928), Sulimowicz's edition of a Crimean Karaim fragment of the fïrst
Karaim prayer book printed in the Crimea 1734, and the publication of some
selected passages of a Crimean Karaim Bible translation, copied probably at the
end of the lSth century (Jankowski 1997). There are also a few, very rare, hardly
accessible and unstudied Crimean Karaim printed texts listed and annotated in
Poznañski's bibliography (Poznarlski l9l3; l9l8), the largest of which is the
Crimean Karaim Bible translation printed in l84l in Qale (Çuñ¡t qale).llAll
these liturgy language documents show that Crimean Karaim was in the past more
similar to Ìrly'estem Karaim, which is obvious, for both go back to the same origin
of the l4th century.
Tracing the history of Crimean Karaim, we are inclined to agree with Radloff
who says that Crimean Karaims started to acquire Russian education in the second
half of the lSth and at the beginning of the l9th centuries, thereby assimilating to
the Russian language (Radloff 1896: xvii). Indeed, the Russian annexation of the
Crimea had a very significant impact on their linguistic identity.

l0
I

I

Naturally, one has to agree with Samojlovið who said that ¡t is unclear whether Old CK was
the original language of Karaims or not (Samojlovið 2000: I l6).
Unless other old Crimean Karaim printed books will be discovered, his bibliography should
be considered comprehensive, for hardly any printed texts appeared after I 9 I 8.
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GEOGRAPIIICAL CLASSIFICATION OF CRIMEAN
KARAIM DIALECTS
3.

Our knowledge of Crimean Karaim dialects in the remote past is very poor. Most
of what we know is based on written texts from the lSth century to approximately
1919. Since Radloffs study that related Crimean Karaim dialects to the geographically coresponding Crimean Tatar dialects, it is customary to correlate
Crimean Karaim with Crimean Tatar. This is why Crimean Karaim dialects are
always classified as Crimean Tatar dialects. This approach seems to be more
suitable for the study of those language elements, which are copied and partially
copied f¡om Crimean Tatar. However, it is necessary to establish the distinctive
vocabulary and grammatical structures, characteristic of Crimean Karaim, and
distinct from Crimean Tatar (see section 6, below).
Radloff said that '.,. the language of the Karaims in Eupatoria shares many
features of the steppe dialect" (Radloff 1896: xvi). However, we must keep in
mind that the official, literary language used by Karaims in Eupatoria was different. For example, in the l84l Bible edition (p. l), Eupatoria was written in an
offrcial Turkish form Gözleve, as opposed to the Tatar Közlev - Kezlev. At this
point, following Samojlovið, it is important to make a distinction between the
spoken and literary language forms.

Unfortunately, we do not have good, reliable dialect material from the recent
past, i.e. from the years l9l9-45, either. ln this respect, Prik's grammar, finished

in

1947, does not

fill this gap.

The samples of Crimean Karaim appended to Prik's grammar have the
following characteristics.l2 Firstly, they are all literary texts and do not reflect the
spoken language directly. Secondly, two out of nine samples, notably sample I
and sample 3, were drawn from manuscripts (meiumas). The majority of these

l,

4, 6, 7, 8 and 9, all proverbs) represent central Crimean Karaim.
Sample 3 is central Crimean Karaim with southem elements, sample 5 is southem
with central, and only sample 2 is southern Crimean Karaim. How misleading it is

texts (samples

to draw linguistic conclusion about the

language

of Karaims on the basis of

recited pieces of literature, is illustrated by sample 5, which is, as said above, predominantly southem with only a few central Crimean Karaim features. This text
was recorded from A. Bakkal, with whom I worked. All the colloquial material I
recorded from her is typically central Crimean Karaim, whereas most pieces of

12

We leave aside WC texts appended to this grammar'
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literature in her narration are recited in the southern dialect. 13 The language
samples published by Prik are the following:

l.

Yumaqbaçt; first published by Shapshal 1918, drawn from a mejuma,

C CK; 172-173

l.

4.
5.
6.

Fuqare bilen ölüm; recorded from B. Shamash from Simferopol,
S CK; 175
Kelinin türküsü; drawn from Kefeli's mejuma dated 1878, written in
Eupatoria, C + S CK; 176-177
Untitled, the name of informant not provided, C CK; 178
Qaynana; recorded from A. Bakkal, S + C CK; 179
"A lyric sgtrB", recorded from M. Sinani from Simferopol, C CK;

7.

Songs referred to as "chastushki"; in fact, these are well-known çiñs;

8.
9.

recorded from M. Ichajik, C CK; 182-183
Tapmaca; the same informant? C CK; 183
Atalar só2i; proverbs, the name of informant not provided; C CK;

3.

180-l8l

184.

One of two texts from Eupatoria, being a song recorded by Prik (1976: 178\
is really like northem Crimean Tatar of Eupatoria, e.g. üyin bolur as opposed to S
eviñ olur'you will have a home', whereas the other, drawn from a 1878 manuscript, although predominantly northern, reveals some southern traits, e.g. qu gilli,
as opposed to C and N qtz keui'the girl has gone' (176). The same northem features are present in a tale recorded by Shapshal in Çufut Qale (172-173). The text
recorded from Shamash in Simferopol (175), does not represent the dialect
characteristic of Simferopol region, which is central Crimean, but is basically
Turkish, as the language of coastal settlements between Baidar and Sudak. The
other text recorded in Simferopol from an informant called Sinani is quite

different and is typical of the Simferopol region, with the forms like bolmaz '(it\
will not be', but sevdim as opposed toN süydüm 'I loved'.l4This text contains
two forms which are untypical of central Crimean Tatar, and may be attributed to

13

14

The question is more complicated than it seems. As I experienced in site, literary works do
not normally change in rþme, rhythm, alliteration and word order, but they are often being
adapted phonetically and morphologically to the dialect ofthe performer. The adaptation is
only applicable if a given genre exits in related dialects. If, for example, a speaker of
Northem or Central CTat performs a mane oÍ titrkti,they will not change it, for this genre is
unknown in their dialects, the same as a native speaker of the southern dialect will never
change a no(ay beyili, as it only exists among steppe people and must be performed in
Northem CTat.
Note, however, that even my informants from Bakhchasa¡ai, that is a city located more to the
south than Simferopol, pronounced only srþ. This fact may weaken the reliability of the
text,
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Crimean Karaim: säç versus CTat saç 'hair' and sözledim'I told' which is not
used in Crimean Tatar, and conesponds to CTat aytttm.
As for the present Crimean Karaim dialects, I have to rely on my own
language documentation from 2000. However, both of my informants are from the
same city, Bakhchasarai, and there is no comparable material available from other
Crimean Karaim dialect areas. In principle, the vocabulary and grammatical
structures used in the language of both AB and NB are similar. The similarities
are the following:

Old Turkic å- is preserved in every absolute initial, e.g. bol-, bar,
unlike S CTat ol-, vør 'lo be' and 'there is', respectively; the only
exception was noted in the expression Alla razt olsun'thank you'
(AB);
Old Turkic y has changed into

¡

as in central and northem CTat, e.g.
versus S Ctat. ögren-; this is more consistently
realized in the pronunciation of NB, whereas AB once pronounced

üyren-

'to leam',

soÈuÇ, instead ofsuvuq

'cold';

the negative particle was dugul (AB) and dt&ri (NB), as opposed to
the predominantly S Ctat degil and the N Ctat tuvul'no1' [is] not';

the change y > É was evidenced in one word only, süt tegaran
cuvurdu'a little milk has run out', otherwise there is always !-, e.E.
AB yilay 'he is weeping', cf. S CTat. agla-, but N CTat c¡la-

(Üseinov 1994: 10;357 only as alavuq);
grammatical verb suffrxes are typically north-western, e.g. bilem
'I know', versus south-western biliyurum (but not the N bilemen);
bilmeyim 'I do not know', versus bilmiyurum (but not the N åilmeymen);

aþn

versus south-westem

a/zr¡;

noun case suffixes are north-westem, e.g. qvu 'girlncC', versus
trzr ; however, kötünü' her buttocks3 possAcc', and nof kö tün;
no noticeable Turkish influence of recent date, e.g. the word for'to

work' is içle-and not çaltS-;
the word for God, notwithstanding different religion, is normally
Alla,bonowed from CTat., both in expressions, e.g. Alla saqlann
(NB) 'save God', and in religious context; some other religious
terms related to religion are also common, e,g, sünnet 'circumcision'(SSh).
There were also differences in phonetic form and vocabulary of AB and NB.

In general, the language of AB revealed more southem traits. For example, NB
kiçke 'small' (cf. Nog. &r.iÈey NOS 168), versus AB küçük. AB also used the
southern term oruç 'fast' in oruç tutamrz'we fast', while SSh used the corre-
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sponding C and N CTat orazø tutamtz. On different kinship terms in the speech of
AN and NB see 6. l, below.
In conclusion, the analysis of the language of my two informants shows that
the Crimean Karaim dialect they speak is very close to the territorially corresponding Crimean Tatar dialect, though not the same. Firstly, it is more resistant
to the influx of Turkish vocabulary and phonetically more conservative. Secondly,
this dialect is also resistant to some expansive features of northem Crimean Tatar.
And lastly, it has preserved a few expressions, which, although of recent origin,
are only rarely used in C CTat (e.g. AIla razr olsun, versus CTat sav bol - sa! ol;
aybelmeñí2, versus CTat baþçlañø 'excuse me').

It must be stressed

again that, unfortunately, we do not have any language
material from other cities and regions, e.g. Feodosia, not to speak about Eski
Qrnm, Taç Yargan, Qarasuv Bazar, Yalta, and the newly inhabited Crimean cities

like Sevastopot (CTat. Aqyar), Simferopol (CTat. Aq Mescit

-

Aqmeçit), Kerch

and Armiansk.

4. SOCIAL VARIETIES OF CRIMEAN

KARAIM

Although Radloff (1896: xvi) said that the language of educated people differed
from the language of common people everywhere, we do not have any direct
evidence of this. However, we may deduct that offtce-holders in khan's service in
the past, and later in Russian service (which demanded knowledge of Crimean
Tatar, e.g. Simha Babovich, Semen Duvan), and Karaim intellectuals who cooperated with Crimean Tatan (e.g. Ilia Kazas), knew Crimean Tatar very well and
their langgage could be influenced by literary Crimean Tatar. It must be noted that

Crimean Karaims were familiar with Crimean Tatar, Turkish, as well as Arabic
writing. On a number of documents in the Firkovich collection there are various
notes written with Arabic letters, sometimes quite professional. In calculations,
the Arabic numbers were used (in Arabic, not European form). On the other hand,
Karaim men of God and educated people who maintained ties with western
Karaims in Poland and the Karaim community in Turkey had a good command of
Hebrew, as well as Western Karaim and Turkish, r€spectively. Some of them, e'g.
Pigit, Lutzki, Abraham Firkovich, Shapshal, moved from country to country and
contributed to the intellectual life of various communities.
Among the common people there were craftsmen and traders, who were in

commercial contacts with representatives of other Crimean nationalities. They
also had to know the offrcial Crimean Tatar language, beside the local variant,
which was probably close to their language used at home and within the Karaim
community. Many Crimean Karaim family names reflect their crafts, e.g, Maqst-
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macr 'producer and seller of maqstma (kind of beverage)', Qazas 'silk manufacturer and seller', Çapçakçr 'cooper'.
Naturally, the fact that educated people knew the official Crimean Tatar
language does not imply that they used it at home and in the community. Clearly,
every one who is able to speak the higher, prestigious language will use it in
contacts with outsiders, including Turkologists who visited them and made their
observations. Even social varieties of language depend on their geographical
setting. Aleksandra Bakkal told me that the Sevastopol branch of her family was
deeply assimilated to the Russian language and culture, whereas her grandparents
from Bakhchasarai did not speak Russian at all and cultivated national traditions.

5.

\ilRITTEN AND ORAL LITERATURE

In this section, we shall examine Crimean Karaim literaturels from the linguistic
point of view. As already observed, Crimean Karaim literature existed in written
and oral form and should be distinguished from colloquial Crimean Karaim in
both linguistic structure and fi¡nction. V/ritten literature can be subdivided into
religious and secular literature. It may be assumed that basic types of religious
literature survived in both manuscripts and printed books. Religious literature
included Bible translations (Jankowski 1997), prayer books (Sulimowicz 1972;
1973), sermons and orations (Poznaúski l9l3: 4l), and catechisms (Poznarîski
l9l8: 76). Printed secular literature included grammars, dictionaries, and textbooks for the study ofHebrew, as well as calendars and other occasional papers.
The Turkic language ofthese books has not yet been studied. Fortunately, we
can have some insight into it from a paper by Harviainen (1997: 102-l l4). Harviainen published four sentences from an undated grammar published in Eupatoria
by Abraham Firkovich.lóHere I shall quote the second and the fourth sentences,
converting them from the Hb. script to a standard Tur. writing with an additional
diacritic for [¡l] and maintaining Hb. diacritics for Hb. terms (in bold):
Yod l¡ireqlen niqudclenmekten> gayn tenu¡¡lanñ birilen geldikte o yoddan evvel
gelen Sewanrñ okumas¡ tebdil olur da þireqniñ okumasrna bcñzer, mesela ... 'if a shwa
comes before a vocalized yod except for a hireq, the pronunciation ofit changes to the

pronunciation similar to a hireq, for example ...' Kaldr ki l¡ireqlen niqudlengen yoddan
evvel gelen Sewo tebdil olmaz, adeti 0zere okulrr, mesela ...

15 lt must be noted that sharp distinction between Crimean
16

Karaims and other Karaims who
spoke Turkic languages is not well-grounded, especially in relation to the past, for Karaim
communities in Eastem Europe maintained close ties.

The title of this grammar is Kelale ha-Diqctuq billon Qedar 'al Derek Se'elot u Teftubot. lt
is listed in Poarañski's bibliogaphy with a slightly different vocalization (Poznañski l9l3:
43).
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However, while before a yod vocalized with a hireq, the shwa does not change and is
pronounced as usually, for example ... (Harviainen 1997: I 12, fn, 38).

As we can sce, the language of this book is basically Turkish (olur, olmaz,
ewel, beñzer, gelen) with an admixture of non-standard Tur. elements: -len instead of -le; -gen instead of -en, and -ulr instead of -unur. The first one may be
attributed to dialect forms, since it occurs in various Oghuzic dialects, whereas
-gen can be both Kipchak and Eastern Turkic, also used, however, in Ottoman

Turkish. The suffix

-l in okuhr in the place of -n (okunur), can be again

Kipchak.lT
The first examples of secular Crimean Karaim literature in Cyrillic writing
were probably published in t9t I in the jouma| Karøimskaia Zizn' in Petersburg.
However, these years mark not the emergence, but the decline of the Crimean
Karaim literature and language.
Many more documents of both religious and secular character are preserved
in manuscripts. There \pere numerous Crimean Karaim translations of Bible
chapters, and probably also prayers.lssecular literature is best known from the
manuscripts called mejumas. As is well known, the first and the only meiuma was
published by Radloff. However, Radloff s publication is not a critical edition of a
mejuma, this is a text of a mejuma set in Hebrew printed characters after the narration of [J]. Erak, with addition of portions of other mejumas and poems of Erak,
Furthermore, not the whole text of the basic meiuma was published (Radloff 1896:
xvii). The contents of that part of mejuma which was published in Hebrew script
were described and examined by Samojlovið (2000: ll7-ll9). The titles of 15
sections of mejuma transcribed into Cyrillic letters were provided by Radloff in
the table ofcontents in 1896.

Katyk's mejuma that I have recently examinedl9 also contains pieces of literature, with tittle influence from the spoken language. The language of poems and

17
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l, I have studied a manuscript of this grammar in the Firkovich
collection in St. Petersburg. The future analysis should demonstrate if it is identical with the
printed version. The language ofthe manuscript is also predominantly Turkish, although it
contains some Kipchak elements, cf. e.g. the first sentence: Íll Belli beyondrr bu bünn
dünyadakil2l her dilniñ direkleri dikilmiçtir'as is well know, there have been set up pillars
for all languages in this world'.
I have also some documentation of oral religious literature. These are prayers recited by Mr.
Tiryaki, the hazzan of Eupatoria, recorded during a service in the kenesa in 1999. The
language of these prayers is very archaic, almost idenlical with WK, safe the Crimean
pronunciation. I am not sure if it was taken from WK prayer books, and th¡s is why I did not
As said above in section

decide to include them in the present study.

The manuscript is undated, probably from the beginning of th€ 20lh century, written very
untidily on pages of a notebook with many mistakes; the last or a few final pages are
missing. On p. I there is an annotation in Russian with Cyrillic lellerc'. MèdÍuma Katyka SPB
'Katyk's mejuma, S[tl Pleters]b[urg]'; it is unclear whether it was property of Aaron Katyk,
the author ofthe play Yaddes, published in l9l9 in Eupatoris' The pages have two pagina-
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prose stories is southern Crimean Tatar, more exactly Turkish mixed with Tatar
words, e.g. p. ll3 beyazm mahtaytr'he praises the white [colour]'. It is interesting that titles of some stories are written in central or even northem Crimean

Karaim, while the language of the stories themselves is Turkish, e.g. Açtk
Ganpruñ türküsü ve meselesi2Ù 'the song and the story of Ashik Garib' (pp. 25e7).

Among the manuscripts in the Firkovich collection there are documents
which until now have not been mentioned in the scholarly literature. They include
various administrative, juridical and frnancial notes, records and letters. One
document from file 946 is a register of expenditures made for reconstruction or
building works. The register, written in Turkish with a Hebrew semicursive
typical of Crimean Karaim, records construction materials and payments made to
workers on a weekly basis. Although the majority of case suffixes are Turkish, e.g.
dülger uslaya yedi gündelift 'salary for seven-day-job for the carpenter', there are
also Kipchak case suffixes, e.g. Ahmedke (þl¡Jnil) bir gündelik'one daily salary
for Ahmed'. Although Turkish, this language is heavily influenced by the local
Crimean language, e.g. titles, Abraham aqay$a'tolfor Abraham [Hoxontntc]' and

words used normally in the Crimea, aqça -'motr€y', ruble'ruble', t[øt'day
labourer'etc,
The evaluation of the language of religious literatu¡e is a more complex task
than that ofsecular literature, because religious literature is better evidenced and it
spans a period ofone hundred and

In

fifty years at least.

practice, only religious texts and the texts closely related

to religion

demonstrate Hebrew influence. The strongest influence is revealed in translations
from Hebrew in which syntactic structures and word order are copied into Karaim.
I-[ebrew lexical influence is not so extensive. In any case, the number of Arabic
and Persian loanwords in Karaim translations from Hebrew surpasses the number

of Hebrew borrowings. According to my calculations, only 38, i.e. 6.4 o/0, out of
all 593 words listed in Sulimowicz's wordlist to the 1734 prayer is of Hebrew
origin. In the samples of the Bible translation (Jankowski 1997),33 Arabic,3t

lions, the full one starts with number I and ends up with number 206. On p. 97, there is a
kind of inner colophon, which contains the nûme of the copyist, Baruþ Mangubi. The
manuscript contains poems of tr?r&rl and semahi lype, as well as stories, called ne.rele; on the

20

last page there is one tekerleme,

The Ar. > Tur. word for the '(fairy) tale' is in KRPS hk masat (404), thk masal (406), and
maasa (400); the latter is cited from Radlof?s dictionary, in which is provided as ma'asa
(:'tlryD, vol. iv, 1985); the compilers of KRPS did not include another Karaim variant of this
word from Radloffs dictionary: ,r.Tr.i/i (ùNOD) = n¿tsålà (illllllÞ, vol. iv, 2108); in Katyk's
majuma,this word is written either NÞDO (91) or)XOO (92), suggesting two readings: masal
and probably masale or mesele.
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Persian and only 9 Hebrew words have been found.2lWhatever the figures, this
Hebrew vocabulary in the language of Crimean Karaims is clearly a distinctive
feature of Crimean Karaim. Examples of Hebrew loanwords, mostly religious
terms encountered in prayer books, are the following:
hehal < Hb þ1";i here: 'altar; ark' (in KRPS attested only for h, 159, 166)
teiuva < Hb ;ËìUn 'repentance' (in KRPS attested only for t, h, 522,
568); cf. CTat. tevbe - tövbe
teJìla < Hb ¡þÐn 'prayer'(KRPS k 568); cf. CTat dua.

My informants hardly used any Hebrew words in their speech. The only
characteristic word was erbi 'teacher (of religion)' < \1b. rabbi (attested in all
three Karaim dialects, KRPS 665). Another, quite obscure word was purim <Hb,
purim 'remission of sins'. It is not clear, if they used the latter word as a Russian
loan, since it is not noted in KRPS and is normally rendered by Karaim boiatlrq
(in various phonetic forms).
For Hebrew, Prof. Juri Polkanov uses tlte term leíon qodei 'Hebrew'; /if.
'sacred Language' (absent in KRPS); cf. CTat. ibraniy.
A number of Hebrew loanwords in Crimean Karaim were included in KRPS
from Shapshal's list. Although Shapshal's material is absolutely reliable, we do
not know which entries were drawn from manuscripts and which from the spoken
language.

DISTINGUISHING CRIMEAII KARAIM FROM
CRIMEAN TATAR
6. FEATURES

Distinctive features are to be found at most linguistic levels. Below, we shall point
to only a few of them.

6.1. Names, surnames and kinship terms

In addition to the surnames demonstrated in section 4, above, we shall point to a
few others, which, although of Turkic origin, were not used by Crimean Tatars.
These names are quoted from the list of subscribers and donors of the 1841
edition of the Bible: Babah (388), Kogr.t (389\, Ponarh (? < Pmarh,387\, Saqal,
(387), Yanaq-baç (390). Some names of this kind were in fact used by Crimean
Tatars, but as nicknames, whereas Karaims used them as official names. This list
21

Among the words labelled as "of unknown or unclear origin", Prof. Marcel Erdal (personal
communication), established one Arabic and one Hebrew word more, thus the final figures
are 34 for Arabic and l0 for Hebrew.
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can be extend€d with names from other sources, e.g. Külte and Kumuç (Kümüç),
(KRPS 675-676r. Sumames derived from toponyms such as Kefe (Feodosia) and
Mangub, e.g. Kefeli, Mangubi (KRPS 676-677) \ilere not used by Crimean Tatars,

either. Female names drawn from the grave inscriptions edited by Abraham
Firkovich were thc subject of Dubiúski's study (1994). Among these names there
are names of Turkic origins that are not used by Crimean Tatars any longer, e.g.
Aqbike, Alhnqtz, Bikeçe, Biçe, Biyana, Bikelek, Biykeneç, Töteç (190-196) and
others. Interesting is Murat as female, not male name.
Among the kinship terms related to me by Nina Bakkal, there are some
specific items. For example, the word for 'son' is ulan, standard CTat oþl, which
corresponds to the Kipchak ulan'boy', as in Noghai (NOS 382), but in a number
of languages it has also the meaning 'son' (ÈSTJa l, 4l l); the word for 'uncle' is
aqa,whích in Crimean Tatar has a phonetic equivalent aþa'elder brother', and in
Noghai semantic equivalent agay'vncle' (Üseinov 1994: l0; NOS l0); the word
aqay in the dialect of NB has the same meaning as in central and northem
Crimean Tatar, that is'husband', similarly as apay was used in the designation of
'wife'. In contrast, AB used in these designations the words qan and qoca, which
are identical with southem Crimean Tatar. Another peculiarity of the dialect of
NB is the word tota for 'aunt', which is normally used in Crimean Tatar dialects
in the desigrration of'older sister'.

6.2. Food terminology

Food terminology constitute a fïrm part of the vocabulary even of those peoples
who changed their language for another. This is especially so if food names are
related to distinctive religious feasts. Here are listed only those food names which
are of Turkic origins, but unknown to Crimean Tatars: ayaqltq (KRPS k 5l;
Aleksandra Bakkal: ceviz ayaqlag and - ayaqlaçtq), taqtmçtq (Lebedeva 1992:
16), sanmçtq (Lebedeva 1992: 164) 'kinds of pastry', as well as the famous, but
debatable hazar qatmagt 'kind of halva' (Lebedeva 1992: 223.-224), which are
translated as 'Khazarian halva'. It is unclear whether it really recalls Khazar times
or is a kind of popular etymology. Spinach in the name of a cooked meal is called
alahan (Lebedeva 1992:86). This word is absent from KRPS and Üseinov (1994),
but listed in Radloff (1893: 357) in the form alayan 'Sauerklee'. The Crimean
Tatar equivalent is the European word (via Turkish) ispanaq'spinach' (Üseinov
1994:

lll).
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6.3. Names of weekdays

KRPS gives the names of weekdays in all the three Karaim dialects. Aleksandra
Bakkal remembered the following days: yuhkün, yuhbaçkün, ortakün and çabbat&ün 'Sunday, Monday, Wednesday and Saturday', although she counted them
from Monday, telling lhat yuhkíin is Monday (evident influence of the modem
European calendar in which a new week begins on Monday.

6.4. Old Crimean

K¡raim words absentfrom Crimean Tatar vocabulary

In KRPS, there are other words shared with Westem Karaim and absent from
Crimean Tatar. As the historical vocabulary of Crimean Tatar is insufficiently
known, we do not know if these words were present in the past in this language
and then replaced with new words, mostly of Turkish provenance. Here are a f'ew
examples only. CK tavusul- 'to perish' (KRPS thk 504), CK tavuçlt l. 'strong', 2.
'bold' (KRPS k 544, in h and t tavuslu and tavuílu, respectively).
The Crimean Karaim word for 'step' is both the archaic arlarz (KRPS thk 83),
unknown in Crimean Tatar, and the modern adm.Beside aqçam'evening' (KRPS

k 59), as in modern Crimean Tatar, Crimean Karaim also possesses the old word
rñfir (KRPS k 651), as WK ingir,ïnyîr etc. The Crimean Karaim word for'holy;
sacred; sai¡rt' is ayruqil and ayruksu, as in ïVC (t ajräsï, h ajri'ksï etc., KRPS 5455), although Prik provides the word eziz < Ar. 'azî2, also listed in KRPS (655,
although only in the meaning 'dear'); however, the word øziz for'saint etc.' is
also known in the two Westem Karaim dialects (KRPS 49).
There are some other, very interesting words, e.g. tüq¡'table', mentioned by
both A. Polkanov (1995: 34) and Prik (1976: 16l), absent from KRPS and unknown in Crimean Tatar.

6.5. Phonetic differences

There are a few phonological processes well known from some Turkic languages
and attested in Crimean Karaim, but not evidenced in the extant dialect material of
Crimean Tatar. These processes produce phonetic differences. One is ¡ > ri before

the labial ,n, e.g. küm'who' (Jankowski 1997: 2617), CTat. kim; AB eküm
'doctor' (in çaqrtnm ekümnü'I shall call a doctor'), CTat. beíng ekim. The other
is a > e beforej (a feature shared with the Troki dialect of Westem Karaim) and
sometimes ð, e.g. AB eyteler < aytalar'they say'; eciyim < aaytm'I am sorry; I
feel compassion'; .reç < saç (KRPS k 500).
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6.6. Different syntactic structures

Both V/estern Karaim and Crimean Karaim have SV as the basic word order in
sentences with intransitive verb. However, in sentences with transitive verb, in
contrast to Crimean Tatar which is a typical SOV language, spoken Crimean
Karaim seems to have the main word order SVO, e.g. Universitette oqudum lemse

'I leamed German at university' (AB); in many cases, an adverbial complement
also comes after the verb, e.g. Men de afan,n siz bilen'I shall eat with you, too'
(AB). However, the SOV word order also occurs, e.g. Men seni eciyim'I am sorry
because of you' (AB).

Crimean Karaim seems to make little use of converbs and converbal clauses.
Modal verbs are linked with the main verb in the infinitival forms -mAyA - -mA:
-mA, similarly to Western Karaim, e.g. laErù elmeye bolmay '[she] cannot

-

talk' (NB), cf. literary CTat, laf etíp olamay, N CTat. lap etalmay (< ete almay);
kerek edi içleme'One had to work' (AB).

7. CONCLUSION

This paper does not satisfactorily reply to the most interesting questions, what was
the spoken Crimean Karaim like and what differences were between the regional
and social varieties of Crimean Karaim. It is because the documentation of spoken
Crimean Karaim is very poor. Unfortunately, there is little chance to get any oral
documentation more.
Nevertheless, an attempt was made to outline the existing studies and critically evaluate them. New evidence was also presented. Based upon existing material,
it can be assumed that Crimean Karaims preserved their native language over the
centuries, although Karaim, being very similar to the central dialect of Crimean
Tatar gradually assimilated to it. Because none of these languages was strictly
standardized, it would be illusory to look for a homogenous language and misleading to try to construct it. It is very likely that Karaims, similarly to Crimean
Tatars, always used diversified language varieties. At the same time, the written
language must have been better codifred, yet its standard also changed over time.
This is what concems Karaim proper. On the other hand, Karaims must have
always been open to speak the language of their rulers, the Crimean khans. They

probably used a different language in contacts with extemal world, and a different
language at home and within their own community. It is like their dual names,
something well-know in minority language strategies. Their distinct native language must have existed as long as other distinctive features of their culture exist-
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ed. However, in the period of lSth-l9th centuries while Crimean Karaim was
rapidly assimilating to Crimean Tatar, the linguistic situation changed more to
diglossia than bilingualism.
Much better perspectives are in relation to written language, for archival
documents, old printed books22 and manuscripts are preserved and await further
research. Both religious and secular written literature of Crimean Karaims deserve
to be discovered and studied. The examination of the extant archival documents of
non-literary value such as administrative, economic, financial, juridical and epis-

tolary works may also shed light on the colloquial, spoken Crimean Karaim

as

used in the past.

Abbreviations

AB

Ar
C

=
=
=

Aleksand¡a Bakkal

=

Crimean Tatar

CK
CTat

Arabic
Central dialect
Crimean Karaim

Halicz dialect of WK in KRPS

h
Hb

k
N

=

Hebrew

=

Crimean Karaim in KRPS
Northem dialect

NB
Per
S

SSh

Nina Bakkal

=
=
=

Persian
Southern dialect
Sergey Shamash

Troki dialect of WK in KRPS

t

V/K

=

Western Karaim
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detailed graphological and linguistic analysis of these samples is not a subject of this

paper. The samples are just to give the Reader an idea of Crimean Karaim handwriting.
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TRANSCRIPTION
t18l
[] Bir altrn,

deyi,24

[2] vermiçler.
[3] Bahadalr25 altrnrñ
[4] cümlesin köse
[5] almrç. Zira26
[6] onlar
[7] bir
[8] söz bilmez idiler
[9] karçrhk

[0]

vermeye

I

t m.27

l]

[2] Bir vakit ilen bir padiçahhk var eken. Padiçah- [3] lan ölse, padiçah < >28
araçtrrmaz ekenler. [4] $ahin kuçu var imiç. Onu yollar: kimiñ de baçrna konsa,
[5] onu padiçah ederler. Adiseler2e böyle kurulmrç.30 ¡tO1 lstanbul'dan3l bir
hoca ki vilâyetine32 gider [7] eken yanmda araba hayda[an hrrgatr33 da [18] var
eken. Yolda bunlara o vilayetden gelen bir adam [9] rasgelir. Selâm verip salâm
ahrlar. Soñ sual eder

teTl

IColophonl

[4]
[7]

Bu masalla 'Açrk Ganb [5] derler. Bunr okuyanlar [16] tamaçada34 kalrrlar
Ve bunu yazanla [8] Baruh Mangubî [9] derler. [20] t m.

24

Reading uncertain; probably Tw, deyi, more frequent forms being diye'saying', a converb
which comes after direct speech; anotber possible reading is døyivermiçler'they said'.

2S

b"dþw.

26

I thank Mr. Keijo Hopeavuori for suggesting me this reading.

27

The abbreviation of the fu. formula tammat tamãm, placed at the end of a manuscript or a
chapter of it; written with føw, which was used in Ar. and Hb, words only.

28

tnqwmw; reading uncertain.

29

Tu¡. hadise

30

Standard T ur. kuru I muç.

3t
32

<

Ar. hãdila.

'ystmbwldn.

'w gl'!g'.

33

b'yyd'gn {hyyd'g'n} hyrg'ry.

34

tm'I'n'.
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TEXTINEEBREIV LETTERS

ttrl
,'7

ìrl

rþblt

[1]

ì)urrr!ìT [2]
Ir:ru)R ìnTil!Þ [3]
t{Þìl roNbÞìI t4l

Nlr

lr/ìþþtr [s]

ìþnN t6l

ììf

[?]

lþr?ìN tN¡JÞrf nO t8l

i7ùïrìP

[e]

NìrNtJl'l [10]

nurrTÐ NÞþìN

'ìNþ [l3J

Ntìu/: Ñl ¡r¿r¡

rrr
tlsl

$þï

JlþìfÈ¡tþo'Ñ [16]
R'r

DÞ'Þ

i.¡tt

ì]Ð ,l)r¡ ìNì i7ùn[r'TÐ

DnFll
I'f JÞ,,¡ tîtiztrì ]rf [12]

üìt{ r¿¡rtjil lHt ltt/li2 ìnu/ tl4l rÞ¡:'tt lDì''utt/ lN

- t¡rìÞþìl'tp

ttþlr: lþuru ìþ

ìïN

l?J1i21u

nu¡lÐ ì]lN [15] Notì¡z

rþñlìrn {} lrñ?'"Rn NINì¡I Nlltltt' prÌt ¡71- ì11 ttrnyþl ìt{ ì)Níìn

Ð'lì oþo rÞ,'r DNì [19] Et¡

ìlf l)f ìfUyh ìn ttìnþ:p NTÞìr l:r]t l]tì
ìtïr'N þytÞ:ìÞ ìhrÞN

Íe7l

Nr nlr¡t{ÞÌt F7l $:ttli?lN
tr n [21]

r:tf .ìÞìì'r tl6l

-

fììp

Fìrnu Nr}NÞä

ìl

n5l

ìþìÌ [20] rf,ìilb nììf [l9] nr lNrr ìrìfRr t18l .lþìrþRp
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ENGLISH TRANSLATION

tlEl

[]

He said, 'One gold[en coin],' [2] and they gave. [3-5] The beardless man took
all the gotd[en coins] of the price. It is because [6-8] they did not know what to
respond.

The end.
Once
upon a time there was a kingdom. When their king [l3] died, they
[2]
did not look for <a new> king. [l4] He had a falcon. He released it. Upon whose
head it would perch, þ5] this one will be made king. The things have been
arranged like this. [16] A learned man set off on a journey from Istanbul [l7]

[l0]

along with his servant who led the cart, heading for his country. !8-19] A man
from this country met them while they were underway. They greeted him and he
returned the greeting. Then he asked [...].

leTl
[15-16] This tale is called'Ashik Garib. Those who read it,

[7] will enjoy. [8-

201 The name of the writer [copyist] is Barukh Mangubi. [21] The end.
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